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              Slow Italy since 2001

                Discover the beauty of Italy at a slower pace and off the beaten track with Dolcevia®.
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                Slow Italy & Slow Food

                Dolcevia®, your portal to discovering  Italy  at a  leisurely pace, has been inspiring tourists since 2001. We are excited to expand our horizons by offering our travel tips in English, inviting our global audience to delve into Italy's rich culture beautiful hotels, resorts, slowfood and stunning landscapes. People have so many options to travel these days and you can really go anywhere at anytime but it takes a mindful presence to really get in touch with the local way of life and perhaps make new friends. Travelling at our pace implies having a little more time to spend somewhere, to dig deeper and perhaps go off the beaten path a little more often. However, the most important thing Dolcevia wants to do is help change the spirit of the journey in itself and offer guidance to ultimately gain more peace, harmony and relaxation in travel.

Discover Italy Through the Eyes of a Local with Dolcevia.com. Created by Elisabeth Jane Bertrand, a US/Dutch digital nomad, this platform offers a fresh, insider perspective on Italy’s lesser-known treasures. Since 2013, Elisabeth has been weaving her expertise from living in Genoa, Rome, and Tuscany's quaint corners, offering a unique perspective that resonates with the independent American traveler. Her expertise stems from co-managing a tour company that specialized in bespoke US and Canadian adventures combined with a European degree in Travel Management and professional certification. Dolcevia.com, a passion project since 2001, now brings you the essence of Slow Travel and Slow Food. Dive deep into Italy's undiscovered locales and savor experiences that stay true to the heart of Italian culture. 
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